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Automated Audio Captioning (AAC)

§ Task: Generate descriptive captions for a given audio signal
§ Intuition: Similar to automatic speech recognition (ASR), a seq-to-

seq modeling task focusing on transcription
§ Models: CNN, Transformer based encoder-decoder frameworks
§ Popular datasets: Clotho and AudioCaps
§ Challenge: Limited availability of captioned audio for training

Contributions

§ Leveraged end-to-end ASR techniques and proposed a convolution 
augmented Transformer (Conformer) model, and performed shallow 
fusion with an RNN-language model (RNN-LM)

§ Introduced pretrained audio neural networks (PANNs) to extract 
audio tags & embeddings, to be used as auxiliary inputs to our model

§ Performed extensive evaluation on the DCASE2021 Task 6 dataset 
and showed significant improvement over the baseline model

§ Expanded on our DCASE2021 challenge report with detailed 
methodology, key insights and ablation studies

§ Released our captioning system for reproducible research
https://github.com/chintu619/espnet/tree/aac_wordtokens/egs/clotho/aac_word

Experiments and Results

§ Downsampled the audio in Clotho dataset from 44.1kHz to 16kHz
§ Trained on Clotho and AudioCaps datasets (with 46,000 samples)
§ Used SpecAug based augmentation with time-warp, frequency and time 

masking parameters 𝑊 = 5, 𝐹! = 30 and 𝑇! = 40
§ Used DCASE2021 task 6 challenge baseline system for comparison
§ Shallow fusion was performed with scaling parameter 𝛾 set to 0.2

Methodology

OVERVIEW
§ Log-mel filterbank feature inputs, augmented with SpecAug
§ Used PANNs to extract 527-tags & 2048-embedding vectors

§ Both inputs are fed into our encoder-decoder framework
§ Used a Conformer encoder to encode all the audio features

§ Used a Transformer decoder to generate words in captions

§ Integrated RNN-LM during inference using shallow fusion

Encoder-Decoder Framework
§ Encoder: consists of convolution sub-sampling layer

and several Conformer blocks. Each block consists of
feed forward module (FFN), multi-head self-attention
module (MHSA) and a second FNN, in sequence

§ Decoder: consists of several Transformer blocks, where
each block consists of MHSA, a linear layer, sandwiched
between two normalization layers

PANNs
§ Used CNN14, one of several PANNs models,

trained on large scale AudioSet dataset with
527-tags for an audio classification task

§ Used the output 527-tags prediction vector &
2048-embedding vector from last CNN layer

§ Both vectors are concatenated, L2 normalized
and projected to the same size as attention

Shallow Fusion
§ Separately trained a word-token RNN

language model using all captions

§ Integrated with decoder output using
shallow fusion during inference

§ Combined the attention scores 𝛼!""(ℎ)
and look-ahead token scores 𝛼#$(ℎ)
for a hypothesis ℎ as:

𝛼 ℎ = 𝛼!"" ℎ + 𝛾 ⋅ 𝛼#$(ℎ)

church clock.wav

caption
a church bell tolling the time 

in a town church center

Conclusion

Leveraged ASR techniques for automated audio captioning and opened 
potential research directions for joint modeling of ASR and AAC tasks

https://github.com/chintu619/espnet/tree/aac_wordtokens/egs/clotho/aac_word

